
Ed Ing Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

At first the girls viewed it in the line of a novelty, but when they noticed the
eligible young men picking out the cooks for their wives, it was
______________ to see what zeal all the marriageable girls suddenly
developed.

1.

(astonished/astonishing)
astonishing

Harry, white- ______________ but silent through it all, was helped
unharmed to her feet and the curtain came down with a rush.
2.

(faced/facing)
faced

In 1314 he was already able to wear knightly panoply of war, and in the
______________ year he accompanied the royal army in an aimless
expedition to Flanders, while his mother stayed at home and had prayers
recited for the safety of her son.

3.

(followed/following)

following

I soon grew ______________ of this chamber-life; and upon the third
morning I seized my gun, and plunged into the depth of the forest.
4.

(tired/tiring)

tired

It would be ______________ to see if the change impressed the authorities
of the Orient.
5.

(interested/interesting)
interesting

He would see how she looked before she knew that he was present; it
would be ______________ to note whether she found him out or not.
6.

(amused/amusing)
amusing

The same species is very common in the ______________ States,
frequently occurring in houses.
7.

(united/uniting)
United

It is ______________ to note that Milton at twenty-two was an appreciative
reader of Shakespeare.
8.

(interested/interesting)
interesting

This has been satisfactorily proved in the ______________ States.9.
(united/uniting)

United

I was as much ______________ with the modest, yet firm and determined
manner in which he expressed himself, as with the narrative itself.
10.

(pleased/pleasing)

pleased
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They were very much ______________, and looked decidedly ugly.11.
(excited/exciting)

excited

It is not ______________ that an enormous literature dealing with the
subject has grown up.
12.

(surprised/surprising)
surprising

It is such a poor little place, low- ______________, thatched-roofed, part
stable, that it would be unpleasant to us if we did not see it full of the spirit that
makes true homes everywhere.

13.

(walled/walling)

walled

He gained the victory from a packed jury, but was not much
______________ by it, especially after a certain adventure on his way to
Lincoln's Inn.

14.

(elated/elating)
elated

On the contrary, I was ______________ to find it so nearly level.15.
(surprised/surprising)

surprised

He sat at the foot of the bed, and gazed at the face before him, so horribly
changed that it was ______________ to see.
16.

(shocked/shocking)shocking

That was the first one, Chloe, a bright red, curly-pated, golden-
______________ Devonshire cow, that an ocean steamer landed for me
upon the banks of the Potomac one bright May day many clover summers
ago.

17.

(skinned/skinning)

skinned

It is not ______________ that such a use was sought at that time.18.
(surprised/surprising)

surprising

King David invaded England in the ______________ year.19.
(followed/following)

following

He was ______________ to find that his wife and family had already fled
there because of the Revolution in America.
20.

(delighted/delighting)
delighted
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